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This letter to editor is resulted of a search for information about nervous system, inflammation and glial
scar. In this way, pubmed and Google scholar were used to access publications concerned this subject.
According to the literature, inflammation on nervous system may occur as a result of a traumatic,
vascular, infectious or autoimmune event.
Traumatic injuries to the brain or spinal cord, for example may cause tissue damage by at least three
mechanisms: mechanical disruption of neurons, biochemical or metabolic changes and through reactive
inflammatory or gliotic changes². The direct or mechanical impact to the nervous tissue results in a
primary lesion. This lesion produces activation of the immune system in consequence of the trauma
leading to the development of the inflammatory process or secondary lesion [4,5].
Strategies have been shown trying to solve these issues and they consider: treatments immediately
following an accident (limiting initial degeneration and treating inflammation) and long-term treatments
(stimulating axonal growth, promoting new growth through substrate or guidance molecules, blocking
molecules that inhibit regeneration, supplying new cells to replace lost ones and building bridges to
span the 5 lesion cavity.
Although different experimental animal models that simulate the traumatic lesion to the nervous system
seen in human have been described in the current scientific literature, some experiments have estimated
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the time-dependent repercussion of hemodynamic parameters on sensory and motor activities and
systemic consequences due to the [6] injury.
Propagation of damage is a common occurrence after any nervous system insult and the lesion not only
involves primary degeneration of the directly injured neurons, but also initiates inflammation and a
selfdestructive process that leads to secondary lesion³. A great deal of research has been to limiting the
extent of the secondary lesion and thereby improving functional recovery from nervous system injury.
All forms of nervous system inflammation would do more harm than good and, hence, the less immune
natural intervention the better. So, evidences indicate that some forms of immune-system 7 modulation
may help to protect or restore the nervous function and its integrity.
The problem is that the inflammation process may result in scar formation on nervous tissue.

Then,

glial scar is considered to be a tertiary lesion and behaves as the most 4 important inhibitor factor to
neuroregeneration . The injury induces a complex cascade of events of inflammatory and pathological
processes, culminating in formation of a scar in the nervous tissue [¹].
On the one hand, if it is not possible to control the inflammatory process at the beginning, immunemodulation strategy has to be considered to stop the destruction of the nervous tissue. One possibility
could be through the control of pro-inflammatory cytokines levels and how they act. On the other hand,
if the inflammation has been established, the next step certainly will be the prevention of the glial scar.
Stopping the development of the inflammation and/or controlling the formation of the scar, a functional
recovery will be possible. In addition, the use of steam cells or neuronal grown factors in an appropriate
environment into the nervous tissue will create an interesting possibility to neuroregneration and the
function’s recovery [4,5]
Therefore, to bring back the function control after an injury on the nervous system inflammatorymodulation and glial scar prevention are considered mandatory.
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